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             Holy Eid-ul-Fitr tomorrow

        
            

             BNP born undemocratically, but now talks about democracy: Hasan

        
            

             President urges affluent people to stand by poor as all can enjoy Eid equally

        
            

             All BGMEA factories clear workers' salary, Eid bonus

        
            

             President to offer Eid-ul-Fitr prayers at National Eidgah
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                                Hamas leader Haniyeh tells Al Jazeera three sons killed in Gaza strike
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                                Gazans mark 'saddest' Eid with little to celebrate or eat
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                                S. Korea's scandal-plagued opposition leader is election's big winner
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                                Five  Eid Jammats to be  held at Baitul Mukarram
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                                Health ministry in Hamas-run Gaza says war death toll at 33,482
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                                Moscow slams planned Ukraine peace conference as US project
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                                Biden to attend Ukraine peace talks in June: Swiss media
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                                Holy Eid-ul-Fitr tomorrow
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                                Main Eid Jammat  to be held at Jatiya Eidgah
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                                Miscreants stab to death an ATM booth security guard in Gulshan
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                                BNP born undemocratically, but now talks about democracy: Hasan
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                                President urges affluent people to stand by poor as all can enjoy Eid equally
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                                All BGMEA factories clear workers' salary, Eid bonus
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                                Hasan greets countrymen on Eid-ul-fitr
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                                PM greets countrymen on Eid-ul-Fitr
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                                Joint forces arrest Siam Bom from Bandarban
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                                8 dead after cargo ship collides with boat near China's Hainan
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                                Stone extraction at Madhyapara mine in Dinajpur resumes after two months
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                                Sen visits city hospitals ahead of Eid vacation
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                                Eid-ul-Fitr celebrated at 51 villages in Ctg today
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                                Israel deploys C-Dome defence system for the first time
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                                Health minister to visit hospitals during Eid vacation 
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                                Kazakhstan and Russia battle huge floods
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                                BNP hatching conspiracy to destroy democratic, stable environment: Quader 
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                                Eid-ul-Fitr on Thursday as Shawwal moon not sighted
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                                Security Council reviews Palestinian bid for full UN membership
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                                SC relaxes black dress code for heat wave
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                                March saw 10th straight month of record global heat: monitor
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                                France, Egypt, Jordan leaders warn Israel against Rafah assault
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                                Atiqul seeks city-dwellers' help to ensure fire safety, face dengue
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                                President to exchange greetings on Eid day
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                                52 people sent to jail over Bandarban bank robbery
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                                'I cried a little': from Texas to Canada, the awe and beauty of solar eclipse
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                                Israel thinks Iran to deliver strike on it after April 12: publication
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                                'Mad Max' director readies for fifth installment in 'addictive' series
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                                AUKUS partners eye Japan cooperation
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                                Beijing says to 'strengthen strategic cooperation' with Moscow as Lavrov visits
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                                Australia taps admiral to be new military chief
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                                Thailand keen to explore oil, gas in deep sea: envoy
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                                Mild heat wave sweeps over four south-south eastern regions
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                                Tesla settles wrongful death lawsuit from fatal crash
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                                UK's Cameron to meet with Trump during US visit
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                                Jatiya Sangsad's Eid Jamaat at 8:30am
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                                Fugitive Hizb ut-Tahrir member held in city
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                                China to 'strengthen strategic cooperation' with Russia as Lavrov visits
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                                Nigeria struggles with exodus of doctors and nurses
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                                'Spectacular' total eclipse leaves North Americans spellbound
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                                4-day ‘NAP Expo 2024 Bangladesh’ to begin in Dhaka on April 22
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                                Police arrests death row convict in Humayun Azad murder case
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                                Climate pledges of big firms 'critically insufficient': report
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                                Over 5.91 lakh people get meat, milk, eggs at fair price for Ramadan
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                                'TikTok Taoiseach': Simon Harris to be confirmed as youngest Irish PM
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                                Mongolia issues warning over heavy dust, snow storms
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                                Hepatitis viruses kill 3,500 people a day: WHO
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                                Preparations afoot to celebrate Eid-ul-Fitr in Rajshahi
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                                Police arrests death row convict in Humayun Azad murder case
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                                DMP takes 5-tier security measures to ensure law and order during Eid-ul-Fitr
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                                8 killed in separate road accidents in Mymensingh
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                                2,300 destitute people get food, money in Chapainawabganj
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                                Top Europe court to issue landmark climate verdicts
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                                Geneva watch fair ticks to slower rhythm after three boom years
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                                Turkey imposes trade restrictions on Israel: ministry
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                                Top Europe rights court condemns Switzerland in landmark climate ruling
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                                Barcelona beware: Old boy Dembele on a mission for PSG in Champions League clash
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                                Govt compensates 16 more people for acquiring land in Rajshahi
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                                Govt wants to increase RMG, jute goods export to Russia: Nanak
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                                Khalid hopes to rescue crew members of hijacked ship by this month
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                                Asian markets mixed as 'critical' US inflation data looms
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                                Top Chinese official to visit North Korea this week: foreign ministry
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                                Naogaon AL leader Nirmol Krisno passes away
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                                Cash-strapped Argentines queue for eyeball scans
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                                Hamas studies truce proposal six months into Gaza war
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                                All necessary preparations taken for main Jamaat of Eid-ul-Fitr: Taposh
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                                Hamas, Israel discuss Gaza truce
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                                Sheikh Hasina’s ship now looks to be sailing in smooth seas: US think-tank
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                                President to offer Eid-ul-Fitr prayers at National Eidgah
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                                Iran capable of closing Strait of Hormuz but won't do so: IRGC commander
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                                Tuchel wants Bayern to inflict pain on 'amazing' Arsenal
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                                Frattesi late show pushes Inter close to title glory
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                                Atletico and Dortmund see rare Champions League opportunity
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